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Abstract

Processor speed has been improving faster than memory latency for over two decades. Thus, an increased
portion of execution time is spent stalling on loads, waiting for data from the memory hierarchy. Prefetching is an
effective mechanism to hide memory latency for applications with low temporal locality. However, existing hard-
ware prefetching techniques work well for array-based programs but not effective effective for pointer-intensive
applications. Existing software prefetching techniques require recompilation or even modifications to application
code before running on a new system with different hardware parameters.

In this paper, we exploit two opportunities to address this challenge. First, chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) are
quickly becoming the norm, providing spare processors for prefetching tasks. Second, productivity reasons en-
courage programmers to make frequent use of standard or popular data-structure libraries. Hence, we propose a
novel software prefetching scheme for pointer-based data-structures in which prefetching is performed by a helper
thread included in the data-structure library code. The prefetch thread runs on a spare processor and relies on
the library’s knowledge of the data-structure type and access pattern to perform effective prefetching. All the
development effort for prefetching is concentrated in the library code and is done once. The user application is
not modified at all, as the library API remains the same. We implement and evaluate the library-based prefetch
scheme. We demonstrate that it performs accurate prefetching and leads to an average reduction in execution time
of 26% for pointer-intensive benchmarks with appreciable memory stall time. Furthermore, we show that, using
dynamic adaptation, the benefits from library-based prefetching are robust across a range of memory system and
application parameters without the need for recompilation.

1 Introduction

Fundamental trends in the semiconductor industry are causing the gap between memory and processor speeds
to increase at a rapid pace. Cache hierarchies with multiplelevels can hide memory access latency for programs
with goodtemporalor spatial locality. However, caches are ineffective for applications with poor locality or large
working sets. For such cases, data prefetching can reduce the impact of memory latency by initiating memory fetch
well in advance so that they overlap with useful computation. Prefetching works well for array-based programs
where spatial locality makes it easy to predict future accesses. Hardware prefetching is available in all processors
today. It is highly effective for array-based computation,but has limited applicability to pointer-intensive programs
which access heap data in irregular patterns.

The goal of this paper is to improve the performance of pointer-intensive, memory-bound applications through
prefetching. Previous attempts have used elaborate hardware prefetching techniques that make specific assump-
tions about data-structure organization and access patterns that cannot be changed after chip fabrication. Compiler-
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based prefetching has been limited by the inaccuracy of static pointer analysis. Moreover, recompilation is nec-
essary before we run the application on a new system with different memory characteristics. Preexecution-based
prefetching is also limited by the dependence on profiling information on the specific system parameters and
datasets used in the profiling runs. In contrast, we propose asoftware prefetching technique that does not require
significant hardware support, does not rely on pointer analysis, and provides robust results for a range of system
parameters.

Our approach is based on two basic observations. First, chipmultiprocessors (CMPs) are quickly becoming
the norm for server and desktop systems. For the majority of current applications which are not parallel, CMPs
provide idling processor cores for software prefetching tasks. Second, programmers frequently use popular or
standard libraries of data-structures in their applications. Apart from the obvious link between code reuse and
productivity, libraries typically include code that is better debugged and better tuned than what the programmer
may be able to do within a short period of time. These two observations lead us tolibrary-based prefetching (LBP),
where the library code forks a prefetch thread on a spare processor (if available) that performs software prefetching
for the data-structures described in the library. LBP is transparent to the user code as the library API remains the
same.

We have implemented library-based prefetching for two popular data-structure libraries, the C++ Standard Tem-
plate Library (STL) and the LEDA C++ library [24, 22]. Prefetching pointer-intensive data-structures within li-
brary is effective as the library code knows the data-structure organization, the location of pointers, and even the
type and progress of traversals. Our prefetch thread code exploits this information to perform accurate prefetch-
ing for pointer-based structures such as linked lists, k-ary trees, and graphs. The helper thread1 tracks active
data-structures, detects the type of the current traversal, and issues prefetch accesses ahead of the application. To
maintain high accuracy, the library portion executing within the application thread communicates to the helper
thread, information about data-structure accesses in a one-way, asynchronous manner.

LBP works with any existing application that uses the enhanced library. The user code is not modified because
the library API remains the same. In the common case of dynamically linked libraries, LBP does not require
recompilation and works with existing binaries. We also show that using dynamic adaptive control, LBP is robust
to a wide range of system and application parameters such as dataset size and memory latency. Hence, the prefetch
code in the library can be developed once and used successfully with multiple systems. Of course, LBP is limited
to applications that use data-structure libraries. However, given its simplicity (no hardware or application changes)
and extendability (can add to any data-structure library),we believe it is an important tool for improving the latency
of memory-bound, sequential applications on CMP systems.

The specific contributions of our work are:

- We develop a framework for library-based prefetching in CMP systems that exploits data-structure informa-
tion for accurate prefetching for pointer-intensive applications.

- We tune the prefetching framework, reduce its overhead andprevent excessive prefetching which might
cause cache pollution. Furthermore, we develop anadaptive controlscheme that automatically adjusts the
speed of prefetching given the observed memory latency and application behavior.

- We evaluate library-based prefetching and obtain speedups of over26% for the pointer-intensive memory-
bound benchmarks. The results are robust across a wide rangeof memory latency parameters.

We should stress that critical insights of LBP are where prefetching is implemented (in the library) and how
(transparent to user code, automatically tuned without recompilation). The prefetching patterns exploited by LBP
are not different from those exploited through compiler-based or manual software prefetching. Essentially, this
paper presents how libraries should be implemented to address the problem of memory latency.

1Throughout the text, we use the terms prefetch thread and helper thread interchangeably.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents the basic
concepts behind library-based prefetching. Sections 4 and5 describe the algorithms and tuning necessary to
implement LBP. We present results of the experiments in Section 6, and conclude with Section 7.

2 Related Work

Initial work on hardware prefetching focused on sequentialor strided array accesses [14, 25, 2, 26]. Correlation-
based prefetching schemes used a prediction table to prefetch future accesses [13]. Mehrotra et al. extended the
model to detect recurrent memory accesses [21]. Roth et al. proposed a dependence based prefetching scheme and
jump-pointer framework for prefetching linked data-structures (LDS) [29, 30]. Subsequent improvements were
proposed in [3, 18]. Recently, Chilimbi and Hirzel proposeda correlation-based software scheme [6]. Recent
research includes work by Cooksey et al. on content directedprefetching [10]. Collins et al. used a pointer cache
to assist in prefetching [7]. Yang and Lebeck used a hybrid software-hardware prefetching scheme [33]. Hardware
prefetching for pointer-intensive data-structures has the advantage of access to dynamic program behavior. On the
other hand, it has no specific knowledge of the data-structure organization and a simple change in the data-structure
code can render a hardware prefetch engine useless.

There is also significant work on software-based prefetching [12, 27]. Mowry et al. and Luk et al. improve on
previous schemes by performing static analysis to avoid unnecessary prefetch instructions [23, 17]. They also make
the case for history-pointer prefetching wherein LDS nodesare augmented with prefetching pointer fields [17].
Even though the space overhead is low, maintaining these history pointers for dynamically changing data structures
can introduce significant overhead. In general, compiler-based prefetching has to handle the difficulty of data-
structure layout analysis and pointer disambiguation. Furthermore, static insertion of prefetch instructions cannot
handle varying memory latencies across different systems or when using different dataset sizes.

More recently,pre-executiontechniques that use idling hardware resources to runprefetch threadsahead of
the application programs, have shown promise. Pre-execution can be controlled using hardware to extract pre-
execution code from dynamic instruction traces [1, 8]. Alternately, compiler-assisted software techniques have
been proposed to automatically extract pre-execution codefrom program source code [15] or compiled program
binaries [9, 34]. Pre-execution techniques typically relyon profiling information which makes the code less
portable across systems and datasets. They also require significant hardware modification as the pre-execution
threads typically execute in a speculative manner. Compiler-based pre-execution can also run into the limitations
of pointer-analysis or static prefetch placement.

Our work builds upon previous work. However, we propose to add prefetching code in common libraries.
Libraries include significant macroscopic information about the data-structure organization and behavior to assist
in making the prefetch decisions. The prefetch code development must be done only once by the library developer.
All library users can benefit by merely dynamically linking the optimized library. Dynamic behavior is tracked
without profiling techniques or extensive hardware modifications. Overall, our approach simplifies the problem of
prefetching for the most common pointer-intensive data-structures such as linked-lists, trees, generalized graphs,
and hash-tables, by moving the prefetching code and tuning problem into the library.

A similar though orthogonal approach is taken by STAPL to parallelize data structures [28]. The STAPL project
focuses on parallelization and data-placement in NUMA systems while we focus on data prefetching.

3 Library-based Prefetching

3.1 Prefetching Overview

Our library-based prefetching (LBP) technique exploits anidling processor in a CMP system to run a prefetch
thread (PT) included in a data-structure library. The prefetch threadis spawned by the library code the first time it
is called to allocate a new data-structure object. Its goal is to track active data-structures, detect regular traversals,
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and prefetch data-structure elements to reduce the observed memory latency for the main program (MP). The same
prefetch thread remains alive until the main program exits.

Figure 1 presents an abstract implementation of the prefetch thread. The thread can be in one of three possible
states. When no data-structures are actively accessed or noregular traversals are detected, the thread is inidle
state. New data-structure accesses in the main program trigger a switch to theactivestate. The PT tracks the
following information for each active data structure: the data-structure type (linked-list, tree etc.), the type of
traversal (forward, breadth-first-search, etc.), a counter that indicates the element currently accessed by the main
program, and a counter that indicates the element currentlyprefetched. The prefetch thread attempts to stay ahead
of the main program in the current traversal by a number of elements refered to as thestayAheaddistance. When
the distance between PT and MP drops belowstayAheadfor one of the active data structures, the prefetch thread
switches to theprefetchstate and actively prefetches elements according the traversal type. Once the required
distance is restored, the PT switches back to the active state. If no activity is detected for a certain period of
time, the thread switches to idle state. Note that stayAheadparameter is a property of the data structure instance.
Different data structures and even different instances of thesamedata structure can have different values of this
parameter. As we discuss later, we dynamically adapt this parameter for each data-structure instance based on
observed memory latency and application behavior.

state = IDLE; /* initial state*/
while (!ExitFlag){

while(state==IDLE)
if (new DS activity) state=ACTIVE;
else wait;

/* Initialize info for active data structure*/
void* local DSptr= global ActiveDSptr;
local iterator= local DSptr→iterator;
traversal= predict traversaltype();
stayAhead= init stayAhead;
PTcounter= 0;

/* Compute number of elements to prefetch*/
diff = MPcounter−PTcounter+stayAhead;
if (diff >0) state=PREFETCH;
for (i = 0; i ≤ diff; i ++, PTcounter++)

Prefetch(localiterator++);
/* Note:++ operator is overloaded;
its implementation depends on DS and traversal*/

/* set state ACTIVE or IDLE based on activity*/
state = setnext state();
/* adjust stayAhead based on dynamic information*/
stayAhead = adjuststayAhead();

}

Figure 1. Abstract code for the prefetch thread. For simplicity, the code assumes a single active data-structure.

The PT code is written as part of the data-structure library.The code for detecting regular traversals and
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list < int > ll;
list < int >:: iterator iter;
for (iter = ll.begin(); iter ! = ll.end(); iter++) work(*iter);

Figure 2. Example of forward traversal in a C++ linked list. The begin, ++ and endmethods include additional code for

MP - PT communication.

prefetching elements utilizes knowledge about the algorithmic properties of the data-structure (potential traversals,
characteristics that differentiate them) and the data organization used in the library (location and role of pointers
in data-structure elements). The PT code requires a couple of Kbytes for a separate stack and some heap stor-
age. The ordinary data-structure code remains mostly unmodified, with a few annotations added to communicate
information to the prefetch thread as the main program accesses data-structure elements.

The prefetch thread may experience difficulties when a wrongtraversal type is predicted or when the main
program restructures the data-structure during the traversal (deletions, rebalancing, etc.). Difficulties manifest
themselves either as errors on loads issued by PT (invalid addresses) or excessive miss rates in the main thread
indicated by hardware performance counters. In both cases,we terminate the current traversal and switch the
thread to the idle state. When the data-structure is traversed again, the PT will attempt prefetching again. The
prefetch thread only loads data-structure elements and never writes. Hence, it cannot corrupt the data of the main
program. To avoid unnecessary virtual memory faults, the PTuses non-faulting load instructions.

3.2 Main Program (MP) - Prefetch Thread (PT) Communication

The communication between the main program (MP) and the prefetch thread (PT) is a critical aspect of the
system. Frequent communication is necessary for the PT to notice active data-structures, detect regular traversals,
and track the MP’s location. On the other hand, low overhead communication is needed to ensure that the benefits
of prefetching are not cancelled out by excessive communication costs.

We use an one-way, asynchronous communication scheme that meets the above requirements. The MP commu-
nicates with the PT by writing to a set of shared variables. Two words are necessary to indicate a new traversal on
some data-structure: a flag indicating new activity and a pointer to the specific data-structure. Another one or two
words are needed per active data structure to track the progress of the traversal (see Section 4 for details). With
linked-lists, for example, a word is used as a counter to indicate the main program’s progress in a forward or back-
ward traversal. The PT monitors these variables but never writes to them. Hence, no inter-thread synchronization
is necessary as there is a single writer. There is also no needto explicitly notify the prefetch thread about updates
to the shared variables. It is sufficient for PT to periodically poll these variables while in the idle or active states.
The polling frequency can be set to hundreds of cycles. Essentially, the prefetch thread can afford to learn about a
block of MP element accesses at once instead of polling frequently to catch each one individually. Hence, we can
reduce significantly the cache to cache transfers necessaryto implement this communication.

All the code necessary to implement MP-PT communication is located in the data-structure access methods of
the library code. For instance, for the linked-list traversal in figure 2, it is necessary to modify the library code
that implements thebegin, ++, andendmethods. The extra code inbeginnotifies the prefetch thread about a new
traversal to thell data-structure by setting one flag and one pointer. Each execution of++ increments the counter
indicating the main program’s location within the linked-list. Another shared memory variable set by the MP tells
PT about the direction of traversal of the MP. Based on the value of thisdirectionvariable,endbehaves similar to
beginto handle backward traversals or acts as a termination trigger for the prefetch thread (for forward traversals).

Overall, we implemented the efficient MP-PT communication mechanism by introducing few lines of code per
data-structure type in the implemented library. Section 6 shows that the run-time communication overhead for the
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Figure 3. CMP processor alternatives for library-based prefetching. The optional forwarding path in (a) allows L1 refills

for the one CPU to be pushed into the prefetch buffer of the other CPU.

main thread is practically negligible due to its one-way asynchronous nature.

3.3 Architecture Considerations

The proposed prefetching scheme is software-based. Nevertheless, the features of the CMP it runs on can affect
its performance. Figure 3 shows the two alternative architectures that library-based prefetching could be used with.
Figure 3.a presents a conventional CMP where the two CPUs forthe MP and the PT share the L2 cache but have
private L1. In this system, LPB hides L2 miss latency, which is a critical problem with wide-issue processors. L1
misses can be hidden if we allow cache refills from the CPU executing the prefetch thread to beforwardedinto
the prefetch buffer of the CPU executing the main program. This is a relatively simple modification that can be
selectively activated when library-based prefetching is on.

Figure 3.b presents an alternative organization where the two CPUs share a single, highly banked L1-cache.
Such an organization is possible when partitioning a large clustered processor like TRIPS [31] into multiple smaller
CPUs or when using a multithreaded CPU (2 virtual CPUs). Withsuch an organization, no additional hardware
changes are needed to target both L1 and L2 misses. In this case, there can be some negative interference between
the MP and PT in the L1-cache. Since the PT private footprint is small, if prefetching is accurate inteference is
minimal.

3.4 Discussion

LBP has several advantages over conventional prefetching approaches. Compared to hardware-based approaches,
it works without significant hardware changes, hence it doesnot pose another complexity burden for the processor
design and verification. Even though it is software-based, it can exploit dynamic information to regulate how far
ahead the helper thread runs or if it runs at all. The MP communicates its access pattern to the PT which can also
access hardware counters that track miss rates. Compared tostatic compilation techniques, LBP does not require
extensive pointer analysis capabilities. All the information about data-structure organization and regular traversals
is available as the prefetching is implemented by the library developer. Furthermore, LBP works well even in the
case of varying hardware parameters (cache sizes, cache andmemory latencies) as the prefetch thread dynamically
regulates itself (see Section 5.1). Compared to pre-execution based techniques, our approach does not rely on pro-
filing information, hence it is easier to use on a larger variety of systems and datasets. Finally, compared to manual
prefetching in the source code, our approach moves the burden from every application writer to a single, expert
library developer. The development effort is a one time affair, and the prefetch thread does not have to be tuned
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for every chip as well as for every application. The code thatuses the library with prefetching capabilities remains
the same. Assuming dynamic linking of the data-structure library, LBP does not even require recompilation.

The shortcomings of LBP are the following. First, it takes upa whole CPU or thread in a CMP system. Never-
theless, as most programs are currently sequential or not highly parallel and unable to utilize all CPUs in a useful
way, we believe this is a reasonable trade-off to achieve performance improvements for single-threaded programs.
If current trends continue, the number of CPUs per chip will keep increaing, providing further resources for LBP.
Furthermore, the prefetch thread can be easily turned off (disabled) if the resources are used for other purposes
without functionality implications for the library code orthe application that uses the library. Second, LBP is
limited to common data-structures and regular access patterns. There will always be special cases that require
unconventional data-structures not captured by common libraries. However, a significant number of developers
use common data-structure libraries for productivity purposes, hence our approach has a large audience to serve.

4 Algorithms for Prefetching

This section explains the traversals prefetched for each data-structure type in the implemented library. Our
prefetching technique focuses on some of the commonly used,pointer-intensive data-structures like linked-lists
(single and double linked), trees (n-ary, balanced and unbalanced), hash-tables, and general graphs. The approach
can be generalized to other pointer-intensive data-structures with common traversal patterns. Previous work on
software prefetching has thoroughly discused the prefetching opportunities for each data-structure type (see Sec-
tion 2). Hence, our discussion focuses on how we handle each traversal in LBP.

Our specific implementation is based on the C++ Standard Template Library (STL), a highly parameterized
generic library that is part of the C++ standard [24]. Since STL includes a small number of data-structures, we
have extended it to include additional data-structures following the API specified by LEDA [22], another popular
C++ data-structure library. Nevertheless, the traversal pattern detection and prefetching algorithms are not tied in
any way to the specific libraries. They are applicable to other languages (e.g. Java) and other libraries.

Linked Lists

The traversals for linked lists are easy to handle as movement is only possible in one dimension. The only possible
traversals are forward (++) and backward (−−). The MP communicates to the PT by incrementing or decrement-
ing a counter as it accesses elements in the list. This information is sufficient for the PT to determine the traversal
direction for prefetches and to adjust its speed relative tothe main program.

General Trees

Trees are somewhat more complicated. The regular access patterns we exploit are depth-first (pre-order) and
breadth-first (level-order) traversals. There are two waysto detect these patterns. One is to automatically detect
them in the PT using information from the main program. The MPupdates a variable in shared memory by
shifting in a few bits that describe the pointers used duringits traversal (logn + 1 bits for an n-ary tree). It is
straightforward to separate a depth-first from a breadth-first traversal by looking at the top few bits in this variable.
An alternative is for the library to provide a high-level APIthat allows users to specifically describe regular tree
traversals. Example APIs from the LEDA library and our extensions are shown in figure 4. It includes four high-
level methods that describe the traversal and the work applied on each tree element. For depth-first traversals,
three separate methods are needed depending on when work is applied to tree nodes. Such a high-level API makes
it easier for the programmer to manipulate trees. It also allows the library code to explicitly notify the prefetch
thread about the traversal type and save the overhead of automatic detection.

Once the traversal type has been detected, MP communicates its progress to PT through a simple counter; and
that is sufficient to issue prefetches down the right path andregulate the helper thread. The prefetch thread allocates
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void BFS(void(*func)(iterator iter, void *arg1), void *arg);
void in order(void(*func)(iterator iter, void *arg1), void *arg);
void pre order(void(*func)(iterator iter, void *arg1), void *arg);
void postorder(void(*func)(iterator iter, void *arg1), void *arg);

Figure 4. High-level methods for common tree-traversals in a data-structure library. Function funcdoes the processing

on every node.

and implements a queue or a stack with its code in order to prefetch the tree elements in a desired order. This may
introduce some additional misses in caches that reduce the usefulness of prefetching.

Hashtables

Hashtables are primarily used for storing and retrieving objects based onkeyvalues. Most implementations com-
prise of an array of buckets, with each bucket containing pointer to a linked list (open chaining). For any search
query with an input key, the MP indexes into this array of buckets based on the value of the key. Since accesses
into the array of buckets can be completely arbitrary, it is difficult to prefetch the array location where the MP
would index into. The library can attempt to lock non-empty buckets into the cache, but we have not explored
this option in this study. Once the MP decides on which bucketto search for, the linked list corresponding to that
bucket can be prefetched by the PT using the same techniques as described in subsection 4. Nevertheless, these
linked-lists are often short and prefetching is of limited value.

General Graphs

Nearly all applications that usegeneral graphsvisit anodeor anedgeand then explore its neighbors in some order.
The API for graphs in most popular libraries supports exactly these kinds of traversals [22]). The PT included in
our library implementsneighborhood prefetchingfor graphs. The PTperiodically attempts to prefetch edges and
nodes in a small neighborhood around the current location ofthe main program in the graph. It is likely that there
is the data that the MP will access in the near future. If some information is available through the API about the
traversal order, the PT can focus on a specific direction within the neighborhood. Otherwise, the best we can do is
to dynamically regulate the size of the neighborhood based on the main program speed and the observed misses.

5 Extension and Tuning

5.1 Adaptive Control System

One major concern is to choose how far ahead of the main program should the prefetch thread be allowed to
run. Recall from section 3.1 that thestayAheadparameter regulates distance between the PT and the MP. A large
value may lead to conflict misses and cache pollution. A smallvalue reduces the effectiveness of prefetching and
increases the overhead of MP-PT communication. Furthermore, a single value is unlikely to be optimal for all
systems and all applications.

To counter this problem, the prefetch thread in our implementation can adaptively adjust the stayAhead param-
eter for each active data-structure instance. Hence, two tree objects of the same type may have different stayAhead
parameters. This is crucial as it allows us to have a single implementation of the library regardless of system details
(cache hierarchy, memory latency, etc.) or the applicationcharacteristics (dataset size). The PT adapts itself based
on the system and workload requirements. When the MP is accessing a data structure which invokes prefetching
code, the PT monitors cache misses incurred by the main program. This system relies on sampling the processor
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hardware counters, which are set up to count misses. Such counters are available in all modern processors. The
functionality for reading hardware performance counters is provided by many available libraries likePAPI [16].
The prefetching thread reads these counters while it is idle(or not fetching data) since it needs only approximate
information about these counters.

The value of stayAhead is adjusted when the PT observes that the number of cache misses incurred by the MP
are increasing. This is trully dynamic adaptation, not handcrafting of our system. It is crucial to determine whether
the cache misses in MP are due to cache pollution (causing conflict misses) or whether they are compulsory misses
which could not be hidden by the prefetch thread. In the first case, the value of the stayAhead parameter is too
large while in the latter case, it is too small. To address theissue without complicated control techniques with
high overhead, we start with asmallvalue of stayAhead parameter (10 for our experiments). If PT observes cache
misses in MP then the value of stayAhead parameter is slowly incremented until increased cache misses are noticed
again. This time, they are likely due to conflicts, and hence the stayAhead parameter is decremented accordingly.
The code the implement this control system is only a few lineslong.

5.2 Handling Data Pointers

A common problem with many programs is that the data structures might not store the actualdata objects
but pointers to the data objects. We can annotate the prefetching code to prefetch such pointers using prefetch
instructions (non-blocking loads). For strongly typed-languages, the contents inside the data structures can be
checked for pointer-types, hence data pointer prefetchingcan be highly accurate. For languages like C and C++, it
is not possible to distinguish between pointers and other data types stored in the data-structure within the library
code without the help of the compiler. In our implementation, when the first few elements are fetched we scan
through their contents and use them as pointers for prefetchinstructions. Note that prefetch instructions cause no
exceptions with invalid address. We apply a simple filter that rejects elements whose contents do not look like heap
addresses or look more like small negative constants [10]. After we have visited the first few elements, the PT has
a good idea of where the pointers may exist in each element (ifthey exist at all) and can implement data pointer
prefetching without the overhead of additional scanning. In our implementation, scanning is relatively inexpensive
as we use an architecture with aligned memory addresses.

Note that, even if we know where the pointers are, data pointer prefetching is not always beneficial. Just because
there are some pointers in an element does not mean that all pointers will be followed during the current traversal.
Hence, data pointer prefetching may potentially lead to cache pollution.

5.3 Parallel Traversals and Nested Data-structures

Our current prefetch thread implementation is able to handle multiple active data-structures object traversed in
parallel. Each data-structure has a separate state and an independent stayAhead parameters. Prefetch accesses for
multiple active data-structures are interleaved.

Another interesting case is nested data-structures, such as trees of linked-lists. LBP is applicable in this case as
well, even through we have not implemented it in the current version of the library. Note that prefetching nested
data-structures is of interest only if both the inner and theouter data-structures contribute to cache misses. If one
of them is much larger and dominates misses, single data-structure prefetching is sufficient.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Methodology

We evaluate LPB using a simulated CMP system with two wide-issue processor cores. Table 1 provides the
details of the CMP configuration. We do not simulate a larger CMP as we need just one additional thread for LBP.
Nevertheless, LBP is applicable to CMPs with more cores.
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Processor Core (2 in the CMP)
Issue Width 3
Pipeline Stages 7

Memory System
Private L1 Instr. Cache 16 KB, 2-way set-associative, 2-cycle hit time (pipelined)
Private L1 Data Cache 16 KB, 2-way set-associative, 2-cycle hit time (pipelined)
Shared L2 Cache 512 KB, 8-way set-associative, 12-cycle hit time
Cache Line Size 32 bytes
Main Memory Latency 200 cycles

Table 1. Simulated machine parameters

Benchmark Data Structures Used Dataset Size
Bisort Binary Tree 100,000 integers
Em3D Linked Lists 2000 nodes
Health Linked Lists max level = 5

max time = 500
Mst Hashtables 512 nodes

Linked List
Perimeter Quadtree 4096x4096 image
TreeAdd Binary Tree 2048 nodes
Tsp Binary Tree 60,000 cities

Linked Lists
Bfs Binary Tree 1024 nodes
Apsp General Graph 400 nodes

Table 2. Description of the Olden benchmarks.

We implemented LBP by extending the C++ Standard Template Library (STL). The library, including the
prefetch thread, was coded in C++ and compiled with an optimizing compiler at the -O3 level. The library code
uses a standard POSIX thread library to fork the prefetch thread. The conventional part of the library code that
runs within the main application thread was modified in two ways: (a) We added code to fork the prefetch thread
the first time library code is invoked, and (b) we add code to communicate information from the library code in
the main program to the prefetching thread. The modifications included approximately20 lines of code per data-
structure in the library. All the development effort for LBPis concentrated within the library code. The library
API is not modified, hence the application code remains the same.

The prefetch thread, including the adaptive control code, was carefully optimized to reduce its overhead. Unlike
the main library code that uses several function calls to implement the flexible API and support generic data-types,
the prefetch code is stream-lined with no function calls. Hence, the prefetch thread can access elements much
faster than main program, even when the main program performs no other work per element it accesses through
the main library code. For that reason, we did not find it necessary to modify the STL library to insertjump pointers
in its data-structure organization. Such pointers would beuseful, but were not necessary.

In our evaluation, we first used a set of microbenchmarks to tune the prefetching algorithms for the various data-
structures and the adaptive mechanism for adjusting thestayAheadparameter for different data structures. The
microbenchmarks allow us to create workloads with varying traversal patterns, work per data-structure element,
and frequency of misses, and help in fine tuning the adaptive mechanism. Due to limited space, we do not present
these results. For an overall evaluation, we use the Olden suite of pointer-intensive benchmarks, which also
facilitates comparisons with the previous prefetching literature which uses these benchmarks almost exclusively
[5]. Table 2 describes the benchmarks used in this study. Outof the 10 Olden benchmarks, we evaluate seven.
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PowerandBarnes-Hutwere left out as these programs use heterogenous2 trees which are not commonly supported
in popular data-structure libraries.Voronoiwas left out as it runs virtually without cache misses. We have added
two more benchmarks: (a) BFS involving a breadth-first traversal on a binary tree, and (b) APSP (all pairs shortest
path) which solves all-pairs shortest path problem on a general graph. The APSP benchmark is a modified version
of the code available in Andrew Goldberg’s Network Optimization Library [11]. The benchmarks use our STL-like
C++ based library but we did not tune or change them in any other way.

Some of the benchmarks in Table 2 use data pointers inside data structure objects, which the PT tries to identify
and prefetch as well. We use the scheme proposed by Cooksey etal. to reduce the number of prefetch requests
issued for incorrectly identified data pointers [10]. It comprises of a couple of filters: one for checking the higher
order bits with a known pointer (if different, then not a pointer) and another one for filtering out small floating point
addresses which often look like heap pointers. The pointer determination filters are able to prefetch data pointers
efficiently and accurately without much overhead. The overhead is low because the detection is performed only
during the beginning of the traversal.

6.2 Performance Improvement

Figure 5 presents the performance improvement with library-based prefetching. Execution time both without
prefetching, labelledNP and with LBP prefetching labelledP, is reported. The portion of the bars labelledexec
cycles, is the execution time without prefetching with an ideal data memory system.Overheadis the increase
in execution time in the main program due to MP-PT communication. The remaining portion of the execution
time is due to memory stalls (L1 and L2 misses). Library-based prefetching reduces the execution time for all
benchmarks that spend a significant portion of time stallingfor memory, namelytreeAdd, em3d, health, mstand
bfs). The execution time is reduced by23% (mst, treeAdd) and40% (em3d), with a reduction of26% on average
for these5 memory intensive applications. No benchmark was slowed down due to prefetching overhead even
those with minimal stall time to begin with.

Formst, we get a significant improvement from successfully prefetching the linked-lists. On the other hand, our
approach is not particularly effective with hashtables as the linked lists in each bucket are short (2 to 3 elements).
For treeAddand bfs, we see good performance improvement by prefetching the binary tree. Some additional
memory stall time remains due to accesses to other variablesand the time needed by the prefetch thread to run
ahead initially. Forem3d, the remaining memory stalls are due to the data included in linked-list element. Each
element contains a pointer to an array of approximately 10 elements. While we prefetch the pointer, we only get
the first few elements of each array. When the remaining elements are accessed, misses still occur. Maximum
speedup is achieved forhealth where LBP is able to hide most of the memory latency. Interesting results are
observed for theapspbenchmark which accesses a general graph. Even though the memory stall time is reduced
by half, overhead of communication for neighborhood prefetching (see Section 4) is also high. Nonetheless, there
is 5% reduction in execution time. Memory stalls forperimeterare significantly reduced but their contribution to
execution time is small. Finally, we achieve small memory latency reductions forbisort andtspbut they are offset
by the MP-PT communication overhead. The opportunity for performance improvement was low for the last three
benchmarks as they either have good hit rates or amortize thecost of each miss over a significant amount of work.

6.3 Prefetching Accuracy

To gain further insight into how effective LBP is, Figure 6 reports the cache misscoverage. Coverage is defined
as the percentage of cache lines brought into the cache by thePT that is accessed by the MP before it are replaced.
The coverage measurements also includes addresses prefetched that are accessed by the main thread before the
refill is completed (partially successful prefetching). Figure 6 demonstratres that understanding the traversal type

2Data structures are homogeneous when all the data structurenodes/objects are of the same type. Power and Barnes-Hut have tree-like
data structures where the individual tree nodes can be of different types.
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Figure 5. Normalized execution time broken into execution, overhead and memory stall components. The NP and P
bars specify performance without prefetching and with LBP prefetching respectively. One (1) is the sequential execution

time without prefetching.

and the data-structure organization in the library code canlead to highly accurate prefetch accesses even without
help from hardware. The coverage for L2 prefetches is more that95% for eight out of nine benchmarks.Healthop-
erates on several linked lists which are highly dynamic and incur some overhead by frequently switching between
different active data-structures in the prefetch thread.

L1 coverage is lower than that of the L2 but is still high. On average87% of the prefetches are later used by the
main thread. The limited L1 capacity and associativity causes a certain portion of the prefetched data to be evicted
before they are used. Furthermore, prefetching the data pointers for certain benchmarks creates coverage issues as
not all pointers are used by the main program in every traversal (em3dandhealth).

6.4 Prefetch Timeliness

Another metric which gives greater insight into the effectiveness of prefetching istimeliness. It is a measure
of how early a prefetch brings data into the cache before it isused by the application. Positive timeliness implies
that the prefetched data arrived early, while negative timeliness implies that prefetch was issued late and was only
partially successful at best. If the data is brought into thecache too early; it can lead to cache pollution. We look at
two applications (em3dandtreeAdd) that use different types of data structures. Figure 7(a) plots the distribution of
time difference between refill of prefetch loads and its use by the corresponding load of the MP forem3d. A small
fraction of prefetch loads fall into the negative side of thedistribution. Work per element on the linked list for
em3dis found to be roughly200−250 cycles (excluding memory latency). Thus, nearly20% of the prefetch loads
are refilled while the PT is6 ( 1200

MemoryLatency
= 1200

200
) elements ahead of the MP. Overall, most of the prefetch

accesses are timely with a small fraction being rather late.
The treeAddbenchmark is more taxing for PT as a big portion of the refills from prefetch loads are separated

from the corresponding subsequent loads by1 memory access (200 cycles). The problem with tree data structures
can be explained by a small example. Suppose++ for the tree data structure has been overridden to give the next
element in depth-first (DFS) traversal. Unlike a linked listwhere every++ incurs the same amount of cost,++
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Figure 7. Timeliness of em3d & treeAdd prefetches (histogram).

method call in a tree DFS access can incur variable cost depending on the current position of the PT. Thus, the
PT has a hard time to stay ahead of the MP when it has to follow long paths of pointers to get to the next element
in the traversal. As seen in figure 7, the PT fortreeAddhas a harder time staying ahead of the MP as compared
to that ofem3d. Nevertheless, we still see that majority of data from prefetch loads arrive well in advance for the
corresponding loads (positive timeliness).

6.4.1 Bandwidth Requirements

We analyze the effect of LBP on the bandwidth used in the system. Figure 8 presents the average bandwidth
at the L2 cache and main the memory. TheNP andP bars specify performance without prefetching and with
LBP prefetching respectively. Due to execution time being reduced by up to40% with prefetching, the average
bandwidth (total bytes transferred

total execution time
) requirement nearly doubles. Even so, the bandwidth requirements in bytes per

cycle are quite low in absolute numbers. Because our library-based prefetching scheme is accurate, the problem of
redundant loads is lessened and does not cause additional bandwidth increases. The slight increase in bandwidth
is due to the same number of loads being issued in a smaller time frame as execution time decreases appreciably
as a result of LBP.

6.5 Effect of Main Memory Latency

We varied main memory latency to gain insight into how LBP would perform in different systems (current and
future). We present results on two benchmarks: one with linked lists (em3d) and another operating on a binary
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Figure 8. Average bandwidth requirements at the L2 cache and the main memory (bytes/cycle).
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Figure 9. Effect of varying main memory latency on treeAdd & em3d

tree (treeadd). As memory latency increases, the prefetch thread automatically increases the stayAhead parameter
to be able to hide memory latency. Nevertheless, it will takean increased amount of time for the prefetch thread
to achieve the desired distance from the main thread, hence some increase in stalling will occur, particularly for
reduced traversals.

With treeadd, figure 9 shows that when memory latency is small (50-100 cycles) the load-stall time is almost
completely hidden by the prefetching system. However, the effect of memory latency increase affects how far
ahead the PT is from the MP. As memory latency increases, the MP catches up with the PT in the traversal more
rapidly as the PT takes longer to fetch each element. This effect is clearly visible in the case oftreeadd. In em3d,
there is sufficient work per element in the main program. Thus, even when memory latency is increased from
50-300 cycles, the prefetch thread is able to stay ahead of the main program.

These results suggest the LBP is effective across differentsystems with different memory parameters. They also
suggest that LBP is even more worthwhile in light of increasing memory-processor speed gap.
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7 Conclusions

This paper presents a library-based approach to prefetching data for pointer-based data-structures such as lists,
trees, and graphs using spare processors in a CMP system. We demonstrate the efficacy of this approach on a set
of pointer-intensive programs, achieving up to a40% reduction in execution time. We observe that the prefetches
issued by our approach are bothtimelyandaccuratein hiding most of the cache misses coming from data structure
traversals. Our infrastructure also provides the flexibility to dynamically adapt at runtime to different workloads,
and even scale back prefetching in cases where it would negatively impact performance.

Since the prefetching code is a part of the library, all the users of the library can benefit by re-compiling their
code with a standard compiler or by dynamically linking the optimized library with their code. Hence, library-
based prefetching is a simple and effective method to reducethe execution time for memory bound applications
that make use of data-structure libraries. Library programmers should consider constructing libraries for the future
with LBP and other such performance optimizations that can exploit the available resources in CMPs in ways
transparent to user code.
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